Family Integration Training (FIT) – Client Comments
FIT Program Description
Family Integration Training (FIT) helps households live in harmony with their dogs. Trainer Neil
Knolle evaluates how a dog responds to its surroundings and household routine, and then tailors a
plan with realistic goals and easy-to-do steps. Neil supports what owners are already doing
effectively, and recommends adjustments to improve dog behavior. Household members play a
major part in the FIT process. Neil gently guides practice to build confidence and put family
members (dogs included) at ease. FIT Training improves dog behavior on leash and in the home.

Client Comments about their FIT Experience
“FIT was the best investment our family has made as a “family.” We learned as a team…and
shared the joy of welcoming our dog to our family.”
“We learned control, calm, and ways to celebrate and respect canine companionship. Wonderful,
wonderful!”
“We had a great time working with Neil. It was more like meeting a long-lost friend; totally
relaxed.”
“Thanks to the FIT trainer Neil, we went from feeling helpless with our beloved, rough & rowdy,
out of control, big, strong dog. He became peaceful, cheerful, and usually does what we tell him to
do. What a change!”
“I recently hosted a luncheon for several ladies – all had heard a lot about Max. Some were eager
to meet him, others were a little nervous. After the meal, I let him out of his crate. He walked
calmly beside me into the living room and went to each lady to say hi. They were charmed. I was
so proud of him.”
“Neil is fabulous with people and amazing with doggies. Mac loved him. Can’t wait for the FIT
tune-up.”
“My boyfriend was afraid of my German Shepherd and now, solely because of Neil’s training (for
the boyfriend, not just the dog), he walks my dog daily.”
“Neil is outstanding and we will look forward to working together again when Henry is older. We
learned to be better owners, thanks to Neil.”
“We were extremely pleased with Neil’s help! He helped us realize that our dog Chloe wasn’t
aggressive, just exhibiting puppy-like behavior. It was really helpful to be shown how to hold the
leash. I would definitely recommend Dogon Fitness FIT services. Thank you!”
“Neil has done wonders with my dog. I just walked him after Neil walked him last night…wow!!”
“Neil was a great help with our two 11-month old labradoodles. The dogs are responding to the
new instructions. We have lots of work left to do but feel MUCH BETTER prepared than before. We
highly recommend Neil.”

“What a tremendous help for us! It was such a pleasure to work with Neil and learn from a master
of dog training! Thank you for putting us on the right path!”
“Neil was such a help when we adopted our dog. The session was helpful and made us feel at ease
with our new family member.”
“Neil was great…and patient! We would absolutely recommend him and will probably use his
services again.”
“I was impressed with Neil’s ability to focus on what I saw as the problem with my dog, and to
help me solve it.”
“Neil is amazing! I have already recommended him.”
“We had a wonderful experience with Neil, learning to walk our two dogs at the same time. Our
dog walkers also see an improvement. The dogs are having fun-filled controlled walks, which is
great for all of us.”
“It was very helpful to have an experienced trainer show us how to be consistent with cues and
walking behaviors, and WHY it makes a difference in our relationship with our dog.”
“Murdock is doing great! And, yes, he seems to be anticipating his feeding and walking schedule.
He seems very content, and very calm. All in all, it's going better than I thought it would. Thanks
so much!”
“Grover has made great progress. He does great on leash and any deviations in his behavior are
easily corrected with the techniques you trained. Overall, we are doing great. Grover is a great boy
and we really love him.”
“Neil did a great job with our family. Thank you.”
“The FIT dog training was a great success. Thank you so much. Our 11 month-old Golden
Retriever is doing so much better. He’s not jumping on people anymore. We would always train
with Neil again. Thank you Neil.”
“Neil is the best trainer I’ve ever had, and I’ve had 4 or 5. Neil actually listens to what the real
problem is.”

Contacts for Information on DogOn Fitness Services
DogOnFitness in Virginia and Maryland: packleader@dogonfitness.com
Website: www.dogonfitness.com
Direct to the FIT Trainer (Neil Knolle): 703-861-5898, krdevel@cox.net

